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Summary

Cool stars have an outer convection zone which can produce magnetic fields. In many
main sequence stars, including the sun, the magnetic field has a large scale, cyclic com-
ponent that is driven by a global dynamo and manifests as sunspots, active regions, CMEs
and flares. There is also a quiet, cycle-independent component to these magnetic fields
that is thought to account for a substantial amount of unsigned quiet-sun flux, mak-
ing it important for basal chromospheric (and coronal) heating. This quiet component
is observed as small-scale mixed polarity fields with stronger concentrations (network
fields) outlining the boundaries of supergranular convection and weaker ones (internet-
work fields) occupying the region within these boundaries. State of the art simulations
seem to suggest that a small-scale dynamo (SSD) is, at least partially, responsible for the
quiet sun magnetic fields. In an SSD, magnetic fields are amplified by the small-scale tur-
bulent motions of the plasma in the convection zone. Simulations indicate that an SSD is
expected to operate throughout the convection zone, and is not necessarily limited to the
near-surface convection. SSD driven magnetism has been investigated thoroughly for the
solar case, but its effect on models atmospheres of other cool main sequence stars remains
yet to be explored.

Model atmospheres are essential for interpreting stellar observations and extracting
fundamental stellar parameters like mass, age, surface gravity, metallicity and effective
temperature. These models are usually constructed over a grid of effective temperature,
metallicity and surface gravity, and the model spectra are fitted to the observed spectra
to extract stellar parameters. Better models allow better constraints, not only on our un-
derstanding of stellar evolution, but also detection and characterization of exoplanets and
determination of stellar abundances. However, most such grids (e.g, ATLAS, PHOENIX
and MARCS) that have been widely used are based on 1D atmospheres, which employ
an approximate phenomenological treatment of convection. This requires using free pa-
rameters like mixing length and microturbulence and do not accurately model the effect
of realistic convection on spectral line profiles. Recently, grids of 3D stellar atmospheres
with realistic convection have been constructed (CIFIST, STAGGER), which, in hand
with increasingly accurate observational missions (Kepler/K2, TESS, Gaia, PLATO etc.)
allow even more precise determination of stellar parameters and exoplanet characteriza-
tion. These models, however, are purely hydrodynamic. In order to further improve them,
we must take into account affect of SSD fields.

This thesis is a starting point in the construction of a grid of atmospheres for cool
main sequence stars over a range of effective temperatures, surface gravities and metal-
licities. We start off with four stellar atmospheres, an F3V, a G2V, a K0V, and an M0V
star, with an SSD mechanism generating magnetic fields. We then compare the SSD runs
against respective purely hydrodynamic runs to see what changes between the two. The
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Summary

SSD mechanism generates magnetic fields for all cases with energy within an order of
magnitude of the kinetic energy. The energy required for the magnetic fields essentially
comes from the kinetic plasma motions, resulting in a decrease in convective velocities
and, accordingly, turbulent pressure. The amplitude of differences between the SSD and
the hydrodynamic cases scale directly with effective temperatures. For the F-star, where
convective velocities can easily become supersonic, this effect is strong enough to slightly
change the near surface thermodynamic stratification. In the photosphere, the SSD fields
show a remarkably similar distribution for all the stars and the presence of kilogauss field
concentrations in intergranular lanes is well-correlated with formation of bright points.
This effect is not as strong for the M-star as it is for the other cases. In terms of pos-
sible observational signatures, a very simple estimation of a proxy convective blueshift
indicates a significant reduction in expected convective blueshift for the hotter stars, ne-
cessitating computation of synthetic spectra to study affects of SSD magnetism on limb
darkening, spectral line shifts and stellar variability as next steps.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Observing stellar magnetic fields

Magnetic fields play an important role in almost all stages of a star’s life. During star for-
mation, they help transport angular momentum radially outwards, which affects, among
other things, planet formation. This continues to take place throughout the main-sequence
stage via a magnetized stellar wind. During this phase, magnetic fields are continuously
generated in stars due to some sort of dynamo action. As the star approaches the end of its
fusion lifetime, it loses its outer layers, either in form of a planetary nebulae or, if the star
is massive enough, a supernova. What’s left behind is a compact object like a white dwarf
(in the former case) or a neutron star or even a black hole (in the case of the heaviest stars).
Here, the magnetic fields continue to play a role, either as strongly compressed fields from
the original star (Koester and Chanmugam 1990) or as intense fields generated from rapid
dynamo action (Duncan and Thompson 1992). Pulsars, that is, magnetized rotating neu-
tron stars, function as extremely precise cosmological clocks with applications ranging
from tests of general relativity to possible interstellar navigation. They also provide a
conduit for impressive jets associated with black holes (Blandford and Znajek 1977), and
could possibly influence the masses of the heaviest white dwarfs (Das and Mukhopadhyay
2013).

Before we get to observations of stellar magnetism, it is important to understand how
magnetism manifests in observations of the sun. The solar atmosphere consists essen-
tially of three layers: the photosphere, which is visible to the naked eye (hence ’photo’)
and where the mode of energy transfer changes from convective to radiative; the chro-
mosphere, the layer right above the photosphere which is visible during solar eclipses as
a deep red ring (which gives this layer its name) due to emission from an atomic hydro-
gen line called Hα; and the corona, a hazy ring extending outwards, visible to the naked
eye during a solar eclipse. The sun’s magnetic fields are associated most obviously with
dark photospheric features like sunspots, and bright photospheric features like faculae
(from the Latin word for ’little torches’). In the chromosphere, the magnetic fields pro-
duce bright plages (from the French word for ’beach’). The corona itself is much hotter
than the photosphere and the chromosphere and the heating mechanism is believed to be
connected to the magnetic activity in the lower layers. Magnetically active regions on
the solar surface are associated with coronal loops and holes, giving the corona its struc-
ture. When the sun rotates, these features move across the surface, resulting in variations
of spatially-averaged intensity. The (differential) rotation, combined with convection of
plasma in the solar interior, is expected to give rise to a dynamo process (Parker 1955,
Babcock 1961). A dynamo draws energy from the kinetic motions and amplifies and
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1 Introduction

sustains magnetic fields against dissipation due to resistivity. On the sun, a global dy-
namo results in the solar magnetic cycle, where the global magnetic fields flip roughly
every 11 years. This cycle is visible not only in the number of sunspots, but also chro-
mospheric activity as measured through Ca II H&K emission lines1. In fact, most of the
cycle-dependent magnetic activity is associated with this global dynamo process. There
is also a quiet, cycle-independent component to this activity, termed quiet sun magnetism,
the details of which are discussed in Sect. 1.3.

We expect most cool sun-like2 stars to have magnetic fields with observational sig-
natures analogous to what we see on the sun. The evidence for this comes from obser-
vations of photometric and chromospheric variability. Intrinsic photometric variability is
expected to be the result of starspots and faculae-like bright features moving across the
stellar surface. In fact, the assumption that spots on sun-like stars behave similarly to the
sun allows us to estimate rotation rate without the ambiguity of viewing angle inherent in
estimating rotation rates from Doppler broadening of spectral lines (Radick et al. 1987).
Measurements of stellar chromospheric activity using Ca II H&K emission lines has been
important for establishing a connection between stellar ages and rotation-rate (Skumanich
1972) and providing an independent way of estimating ages for sun-like stars (Barnes
2003). The Ca II H&K emission intensity is related to the magnetic field strength. This
field is assumed to be generated by a dynamo whose strength is dependent on the rotation
rate. As stars age, their rotation rate decreases due to angular momentum loss by outflow-
ing plasma termed stellar wind3. If this wind is magnetized, it is forced to co-rotate with
the star up to some critical distance, which causes the star’s angular momentum to de-
crease faster than expected compared to a simple thermal wind (Schatzman 1962, Mestel
1968). This decreased rotation rate decreases the efficiency of the global dynamo, which
decreases the global magnetic field strength and, accordingly, the Ca II H&K emission in-
tensity. Long-term observations of stellar chromospheric activity (Wilson 1978, Baliunas
et al. 1995) indicate the existence of cyclic behavior of magnetic activity on other cool
sun-like stars and have been essential in extending our understanding of stellar dynamos.
In addition, magnetic fields can broaden spectral lines due to Zeeman splitting of atomic
levels and induce polarization. Signatures of these effects in stellar spectra give a more
direct indication of magnetic fields. In practice, the technique usually used to directly
measure stellar magnetic fields is called Zeeman-Doppler imaging (Semel 1989, Donati
et al. 1997). Here, the principle is that the surface of a rotating star can be divided into
bands based on regions of similar line-of-sight velocities, with the bands near the edge
(limb) having higher velocities due to rotation than those near the center. If a starspot
appears, the magnetic field will modify the spectral line shapes. Depending on which
velocity band it appears in, this change in spectral line profiles will be Doppler shifted by
some amount. This allows a way to map starspots on the stellar surface. More recently,
interferometry has made it possible for a few giant stars to be directly resolved, allowing
observations of spatial variations in intensity (Roettenbacher et al. 2016).

Understanding the origin and evolution of the magnetic fields throughout a star’s his-

1Here ’II’ refers to the first ionized state of calcium and H and K refer to the terminology used by
Fraunhofer in his description of the solar spectrum

2sun-like stars refers to stars with an outer convection zone and mass similar to the mass of the sun. See
1.2 for a detailed description.

3The existence of such a wind for the sun was first theoretically described by Parker (1958).
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1.2 Understanding stellar spectra

Figure 1.1: Schematic Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing the various stellar popula-
tions as a function of absolute magnitude MV (y) and B-V color (x). Credit: Rursus, CC
BY-SA 3.0 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/, via Wikimedia
Commons

tory would improve our understanding of stellar structure and evolution. There are a num-
ber of excellent reviews that cover observational evidence of stellar magnetism (Reiners
2012) and its connection to solar-magnetism, dynamo theory, etc. (Brun and Browning
2017, Donati and Landstreet 2009). Here, we limit ourselves to partly understanding the
role magnetic fields generated at small scales play in sun-like stars during a relatively
quiet but long phase of their lives: the main-sequence of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR)
diagram.

1.2 Understanding stellar spectra

The HR diagram (see Fig. 1.1 for a schematic representation) is a scatter plot of stel-
lar brightness/absolute magnitude (or luminosity) against color (or, equivalently, effective
temperature4). Each point represents a star with a particular brightness and color. The
distribution of stars on the HR diagram directly led to a deeper understanding of stellar
evolution, the prediction of nuclear fusion as a source of stellar luminosity, the recogni-
tion of the importance of radiation pressure in stellar structure and the development of
mass-luminosity relations (Eddington 1926). Most stars lie in a dense region extending

4Effective temperate corresponds to the temperature obtained from assuming the star emits radiation
like a blackbody at a specific temperature and fitting the star’s observed spectral profile to the expected
blackbody spectral profile.
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1 Introduction

from top left to bottom right. This is called the main-sequence. It corresponds to the
longest evolutionary stage that a star experiences. The diagram is usually divided into
spectral classes based on the Morgan-Keenan system in the horizontal direction (going
from hottest to coldest: O, B, A, F, G, K, M) and in luminosity classes in the vertical di-
rection (going from brightest to dullest: 0, I - supergiants, II - bright giants, III - giants, IV
- subgiants, V - dwarfs/main-sequence, VI - sub dwarfs, VII - white dwarfs). The spectral
classes are usually further subdivided from 0 (hottest) to 9 (coldest) for each class. The
sun, accordingly is a G2V star, corresponding to an effective temperature of around 5800
K. All main-sequence stars have cores supported by nuclear fusion of hydrogen to helium
and the stars ranging from F to M3 have an outer convection zone. Hotter stars have a
convective inner core and an outer radiative zone while cooler stars are fully convective.

As the understanding of main-sequence stellar structure and evolution developed over
time, it was realized that the major factors that influence where a star ends up on the HR
diagram are its age, initial mass (before the beginning of nuclear fusion) and metallicity
(that is, the fraction of elements heavier than hydrogen and helium). Assuming spherical
symmetry, the equations of stellar structure and evolution can be written down in a rel-
atively straightforward manner (see chapter 10 of Kippenhahn et al. (2013) for a list of
equations). The devil is in the details, and a description of what goes into the solution is
beyond the scope of this thesis. What’s important is that these equations allow the compu-
tation of model stellar atmospheres and corresponding spectra (Kurucz 1979, Gustafsson
et al. 2008). For computing the spectra, effective temperature, surface gravity and metal-
licity are supplied as input. The spectra computed over a range of these three parameters
can then be compared to to real spectra and the best fit is then used to characterize a star.
For an example of the methods involved, see Sneden (1973). This is important for de-
termining elemental abundances, which leave their signature in the spectra, as well as for
understanding how transiting exoplanets might affect the observed spectra.

As mentioned, the most widely used model atmospheres are 1D. This implies a phe-
nomenological model of convective energy transport. This is usually done via some form
of mixing length theory (MLT) (Böhm-Vitense 1958), where the mixing length refers to
the effective height over which a parcel of plasma rises before losing its identity and mix-
ing with the background. This height is assumed to be proportional to the local pressure
scale height, with the constant of proportionality αMLT being a free parameter. For com-
puting spectra, this is not a very good approximation (Kurucz 1996). Since convection is
inherently a 3D process with hot upflows and cool downflows, these models fail to account
for potential affects of the 3D nature of convection on spectral synthesis. These models
also do not account for the effect of magnetic fields on the generated spectra (Babcock
1947, Reiners 2012).

1.3 Quiet sun magnetism and small-scale dynamo

As mentioned in the Sect. 1.1, magnetic activity in the sun is understood to be due to some
form of dynamo operating in the convective envelope, resulting in features like sunspots,
flares, coronal loops, prominences, faculae etc. However, the solar magnetic field also
has a quiet part, termed appropriately as quiet sun magnetism. Quiet sun magnetic fields
are usually divided in two classes: network and internetwork fields. Network fields are

12



1.3 Quiet sun magnetism and small-scale dynamo

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the stretch-twist-fold mechanism: the magnetic loop gets
stretched by the plasma motions, then twisted and doubled on itself.

strong (in the kilogauss regime) and outline the largest scales of surface convection, called
supergranulation. Internetwork fields are weak (hundreds of gauss) and occupy smaller
scales. These fields are largely independent of the magnetic cycle (Buehler et al. 2013)
and their contribution to the total magnetic flux is comparable to that of active regions (see
Bellot Rubio and Orozco Suárez (2019) for an overview). In other stars with a convective
envelope, we use the term quiet star magnetism. This will be the main focus of this
thesis. Before going on to the implications of the magnetic field in other stars, let’s try to
understand how it arises on the sun and the theoretical basis for the processes involved.

Any magnetic field in plasma will dissipate over time due to magnetic resistivity. To
combat that, one requires a dynamo mechanism (the idea behind a dynamo is described
in section 1.1). The quiet sun magnetism must at least partially be attributed to a dynamo
mechanism independent of the large scale dynamo, and operate at "small" spatial and
temporal scales, compared to the size of the convection zone and the scales at which the
curvature and rotation of the sun become important. Petrovay and Szakaly (1993) showed
using a transport model for magnetic fields that the observed strength of small-scale fields
requires a source term with a small time-scale for replenishing the field against dissi-
pation. They attributed this to a small-scale dynamo (SSD) operating in the convection
zone. Numerous turbulent plasma simulations seem to result in amplification of fields via
an SSD mechanism (Schekochihin et al. 2004b, Moll et al. 2011). An intuitive picture of
the amplification process can be understood as a stretching-twisting-folding mechanism
caused due to turbulent plasma motions. Weak magnetic fields are dragged along with the
plasma (as magnetic flux is conserved in ideal MHD equations) and stretched, twisted and
folded back, and (with a little bit of magnetic resistivity) merged together. This increases
the magnetic flux across a given cross-section (see Fig. 1.2 for a schematic). More rig-
orously, theoretical groundwork for a dynamo action supported by turbulent plasma had
already been laid by Kraichnan and Nagarajan (1967) and Kazantsev (1968), who showed
analytically that a kinematic (that is, magnetic field is influenced by plasma velocity but
not vice versa) dynamo is possible in an idealized turbulent system. However, if the ve-
locity field is more realistic/complicated and the magnetic field becomes strong enough
to influence the plasma, things become more complicated, and numerical simulations are
required.

Turbulence is an infamously hard problem to study, even if one does not include mag-
netic fields. As a starting point, a fluid with some scale length L, a characteristic velocity
U and viscosity ν can be characterized in terms of the dimensionless Reynolds number
Re = UL/ν. The higher this number is, the more turbulent the fluid is likely to be.
When magnetic fields are present and the fluid has some magnetic resistivity η, an equiv-
alent magnetic Reynolds number can also be defined as Rm = UL/η. Looking at the
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1 Introduction

spatial power spectra (that is, a plot showing a distribution of power contained at each
scale length) of the kinetic and magnetic energy of such a fluid gives an idea of the scale
at which power is injected into the system and the scale it ultimately gets dissipated at.
For any dynamo mechanism, there exists a competition between dissipation and ampli-
fication of the magnetic fields. Because of this, there exists a critical value of magnetic
Reynolds number Rmc below which dynamo action ceases. Since Rmc depends on the
scales and velocities of the system under consideration, an important parameter to con-
sider is the magnetic Prandtl number (Pm = Rm/Re = ν/η), which is an intrinsic property
of the plasma itself. For a turbulent plasma system with large Pm, magnetic fields exist as
smooth and highly stretched and folded structures. A small Pm corresponds to a system
with rough velocity field and irregular and finely structured magnetic field at the smallest
scales. For an illustration, see Fig. 16 of Rincon (2019). Most astrophysical systems have
either a very large (galactic plasma) or a very small Pm (stellar convection). In the solar
convection zone, estimates for Pm range from 10−2 for the base of the convection zone
to 10−6 in the photosphere. Hence, some numerical simulations trying to understand the
role of an SSD in the sun have tried to model this low-Pm regime (Iskakov et al. 2007,
Schekochihin et al. 2004a). However, the real ranges are not yet accessible to current sim-
ulations. The studies mentioned here try to approach this regime asymptotically. It seems
that when Pm < 1, the SSD is not as easy to excite as for Pm >> 1. Most recent high-
resolution simulations seem to show that it might be possible to excite at low-Pm, and
that it becomes progressively easier to do so (Warnecke et al. 2022) at Pm < 0.05, with
the roughness of velocity field (Falkovich 1994) being responsible for the difficulty in ex-
citing a dynamo in the range 0.05 < Pm < 1. For a review of astrophysical dynamos, see
Brandenburg and Subramanian (2005a). Simulations of solar convection (Cattaneo 1999,
Bercik et al. 2005) with a stratified background, and with increasingly realistic setup (Vö-
gler and Schüssler 2007) showed that an SSD could maintain a significant amount of
magnetic field in the solar photosphere.

Observations of quiet-sun field based on Hanle-effect diagnostics (Trujillo Bueno et al.
2004), estimate the quiet-sun magnetic field to be ∼ 130 G. The Hanle-effect refers to the
change in the plane of polarization of light when there is a weak magnetic field present
perpendicular to the line of sight. The energy levels of the plasma atoms that scatter
the light (in some typical time τs) are affected by this magnetic field. In the classical
picture, the weak field causes Zeeman splitting of degenerate energy levels and induces
Larmor precession of the angular momentum axes. This manifests as a rotation with
some timescale τr of the plane of polarization. The timescale τr is dependent on the
strength of the magnetic field. If τr ∼ τs, it results in a decrease in the amplitude of
polarization, i.e. depolarization, in the line-of-sight (see Trujillo Bueno (2001) for a more
complete explanation). Early realistic solar convection simulations with SSD (Vögler and
Schüssler 2007, Danilovic et al. 2010) found that SSD fields were lower by a factor of 2 to
3 compared to the observed Hinode/SP flux densities. Rempel (2014) studied the effect of
resolution, diffusivities and bottom boundary on the photospheric field strength. He found
the field distributions to be robust, the field strength to converge towards observationally
inferred values to within a factor of 1.5, with increasing resolution and an open bottom
boundary (to mimic deeper convection). Accordingly, fields associated with an SSD are
expected to contribute significantly to the quiet sun field.

Lastly, recent high resolution simulations have pointed to the possibility that solar
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1.4 Quiet star fields

differential rotation might be related to field generated from an SSD (Hotta et al. 2022),
with the meridional flow responsible for a fast equator being maintained by the Maxwell
stresses from the SSD fields. Hence, it is important to consider the potential effects of
SSD fields on stellar observations.

1.4 Quiet star fields

With the advent of high precision exoplanet detection, it is important to understand the
effect stellar magnetism might have on the light curves of stars with exoplanets. The
two major methods of detecting exoplanets are transit photometry and radial velocity
(RV)/Doppler spectroscopy. In transit photometry, whenever an exoplanet transits its host
star, part of the lightcurve is blocked. By studying this dimming, the size of the candidate
exoplanet can be determined. The Kepler/K2 NASA satellite mission essentially ushered
in an new era of exoplanet detection via precise wide-field transit surveys (Borucki et al.
2010, Howell et al. 2014), paving the way for further, more ambitious missions including
NASA’s TESS (Ricker et al. 2014) and ESA’s PLATO (Rauer et al. 2014). However, just
by itself, this method only provides the minimum mass of a planet due to viewing angle
dependence, and is prone to a high rate of false detections. This is because variability
of stellar lightcurves is influenced by a variety of factors, including stellar magnetism.
This can be mitigated to a significant degree by employing the RV method. Exoplanets
can make their host star ’wobble’ due to their own gravitational force. Because of the
orbiting motion, this results in a characteristic Doppler shift in spectral lines. Measuring
and characterising the properties of an exoplanet based on this shift is the basis of the RV
method. Before the Kepler mission, the HARPS spectrograph (Mayor et al. 2003, Pepe
et al. 2004) was the most successful exoplanet-finder. When coupled with transit pho-
tometry for targeted observations of exoplanet candidates, RV is an extremely powerful
method for characterization of potential exoplanet candidates. However, for detection of
rocky exoplanets with modern high-resolution spectrographs like ESPRESSO (Pepe et al.
2021), the precision needed requires a deeper understanding of stellar variability and the
factors that affect it, including magnetic fields. For a comprehensive list of factors affect-
ing RV measurements, see Table A-4 in Crass et al. (2021). Better stellar models would
help distinguish between, e.g., a spot moving across the surface of a star vs. a transiting
exoplanet. In the context of other stars, the SSD-associated quiet star magnetism could
be expected to influence pressure oscillation frequencies as well as reduce the convective
blueshift (that is, the average blueshift in spectral lines because of outflows occupying
a larger fraction of the stellar surface compared to downflows) in photospheric spectral
lines. (Shporer and Brown 2011) showed that convective blueshift can be important for
correctly interpreting the RV curves for a transiting exoplanet.

The reduction in convective velocities due to SSD fields may have implications for
stellar structures and differential rotation, as Hotta et al. (2022) showed in their global
simulations. SSD fields would also constrain the basal magnetic flux, which could in-
fluence chromospheric activity and its interpretation. In addition, it may also influence
granulation flicker, which is an additional empirical method (along with astroseismology)
of determining stellar parameters (Bastien et al. 2013). Last, but not the least, detailed
realistic simulations also allow precise determination of stellar abundances, which could
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have implications for stellar structure and evolution. Asplund et al. (2009, 2021) showed
the importance of determining these abundances accurately for the sun, as these serve
as a yardstick for cosmological distance measurements as well as for understanding the
discrepancy between abundance measurements with helioseismology against 3D simula-
tions, with implications for validity of widely used stellar models.

1.5 This thesis

The need to develop 3D MHD models that incorporate SSD fields becomes apparent with
the context presented in the previous subsections. As mentioned before, estimating stel-
lar parameters and abundances requires comparison with stellar models. This is done by
comparing against a grid of atmospheres over different metallicities, effective tempera-
tures and surface gravity (see Jofré et al. (2019) for a review of the steps involved). As 1D
models start becoming insufficient for detailed comparison at the precision afforded by
modern day instruments, especially at bluer/UV wavelengths, and to avoid dependence
on free parameters like mixing length and microturbulent velocity, 3D models have be-
come necessary. The most comprehensive such grids of models are the STAGGER (Magic
et al. 2013) and the CO5BOLD (Freytag et al. 2012) grids. The STAGGER grid has been
used to develop synthetic spectra (Chiavassa et al. 2018) which show small but signifi-
cant deviations from 1D model spectra, especially in the line-crowded parts of the stellar
spectra. These models are, however, purely hydrodynamic. With increasing precision of
RV measurements, it’s important to quantify the effects of stellar granulation properly,
which could be influenced by quiet star magnetism. Recently, steps have been taken to
understand the effect of unipolar magnetic fields of varying strengths on near-surface stel-
lar structure and atmosphere (Beeck et al. 2015a, Salhab et al. 2018), but these are more
analogous to active regions. This thesis studies the effect of quiet star magnetism in the
context of an SSD, using 3D MHD models with self-consistently generated SSD magnetic
fields. These are compared against reference hydrodynamic models to analyze changes in
thermodynamic stratification, convection, intensity structure, photospheric velocities etc.

All the simulations here were done using the MURaM code. MURaM is a 3D radiation-
MHD code that models near surface convection in a realistic manner (Vögler et al. 2005,
Rempel 2014, 2017, Przybylski et al. 2022). The equations for mass, momentum and
energy conservation, along with the induction equation for magnetic field are solved ex-
plicitly. The radiative transfer equation is solved by using short characteristics, with grey
as well as multi-band binned opacities based on opacity distribution functions (ODFs).
The actual equations and the the meaning of symbols used are covered in Sect. 2.2. The
same section also covers the bottom boundary conditions which essentially fix the ef-
fective temperature, the height where the optical surface forms and the distribution of
magnetic fields. The last mentioned aspect was explored in the solar context by Rempel
(2014), where it was shown how having an open bottom boundary for magnetic fields is
important for being consistent in mimicking deeper simulation boxes.

All analyses were done with Python, using Jupyter notebooks 5. Extensive use was

5https://jupyter.org/
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made of numpy6 for data analysis and matplotlib7 for making plots. Details for chapter-
specific methods are contained in the appendices for each chapter.

6https://numpy.org/
7https://matplotlib.org/
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2 Changes in stratification and
near-surface convection for
main-sequence stars

The contents of this section correspond to the published article Bhatia, T. S., Cameron, R.
H., Solanki, S. K., et al. 2022, A&A, 663, A166, with DOI: 10.1051/0004-6361/202243607.
I ran the simulations, performed the analysis and wrote the majority of the text.

Abstract
Context: Some of the small-scale solar magnetic flux can be attributed to a small-scale
dynamo (SSD) operating in the near-surface convection. The SSD fields have conse-
quences for solar granular convection, basal flux, and chromospheric heating. A similar
SSD mechanism is expected to be active in the near-surface convection of other cool
main-sequence stars, but this has not been investigated thus far.
Aim: We aim to investigate changes in stratification and convection due to inclusion of
SSD fields for F3V, G2V, K0V, and M0V spectral types in the near-surface convection.
Methods: We studied 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models of the four stellar boxes,
covering the subsurface convection zone up to the lower photosphere in a small Cartesian
box, based on the MURaM radiative-MHD simulation code. We compared the SSD runs
against reference hydrodynamic runs.
Results: The SSD is found to efficiently produce magnetic field with energies ranging
between 5% to 80% of the plasma kinetic energy at different depths. This ratio tends to
be larger for larger Teff . The relative change in density and gas pressure stratification for
the deeper convective layers due to SSD magnetic fields is negligible, except for the F-
star. For the F-star, there is a substantial reduction in convective velocities due to Lorentz
force feedback from magnetic fields, which, in turn, reduces the turbulent pressure.
Conclusion: The SSD in near-surface convection for cool main-sequence stars introduces
small but significant changes in thermodynamic stratification (especially for the F-star)
due to a reduction in the convective velocities.

2.1 Introduction
The interpretation of data from stellar observations requires comparison against stellar
models. Traditionally, these models have been 1D global models (Carbon and Gingerich
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2 Changes in stratification and near-surface convection for main-sequence stars

1969) that use formulations of mixing-length theory (MLT) (Böhm-Vitense 1958). Later
models have accounted for line-blanketing effects and used an opacity distribution func-
tion (ODF) approach to calculate opacities (Strom and Kurucz 1966). Among them, the
MARCS code (Gustafsson et al. 1975, 2008), the ATLAS code (Kurucz 1979, Castelli and
Kurucz 2003), and the PHOENIX code (Allard and Hauschildt 1995, Hauschildt et al.
1999) have enabled the calculation of synthetic stellar spectra with a detailed accounting
for the relevant physics. These models have enabled, for example, the accurate determi-
nation of abundances and stellar evolution tracks, along with constraining the chemical
evolution of galaxies (Edvardsson et al. 1993).
Nonetheless, convection is a 3D process and a phenomenological 1D approach is insuf-
ficient for characterizing the properties of granulation and plasma turbulence. Radiative
aspects of granulation, in particular, are not fully captured by an MLT-like approach. The
1D models also require free parameters, such as the mixing length parameter, αMLT , and
turbulent velocities for line broadening calculations. Hence, 3D stellar atmosphere mod-
els become important for a realistic interpretation of stellar characteristics from observa-
tions. The first 3D simulations of solar convection were pioneered by Nordlund (1982),
Stein and Nordlund (1998), Nordlund and Stein (1990). These simulations are realistic
in the sense that they are directly comparable to solar observations: they reproduce gran-
ulation pattern and associated spectral line widths and asymmetries quite well (Asplund
et al. 2000).
Early stellar models (Nordlund and Dravins 1990) showed the limitations of MLT-based
models in accurately reproducing the near-surface temperature gradient, which affects ra-
diative properties in the lower photospheres. Subsequently, various models have been
constructed over a grid of effective temperature, surface gravity, and metallicity. Cur-
rently, the most comprehensive 3D grids (Magic et al. 2013, Ludwig et al. 2009) cover a
wide range of stellar type on the HR-diagram, but they are purely hydrodynamic.
However, stellar convection is not a purely hydrodynamic process. Most cool stars are
expected to have magnetic fields. Hence, a complete description of their photospheres
should also take into account the effects of such fields. The best studied star in this context
is the Sun. There is a rich variety of solar magnetic field-related phenomena ranging from
sunspots and active regions to network fields, forming plages and faculae all the way down
to small-scale mixed polarity turbulent magnetic field filling the rest of the solar surface.
State-of-the-art solar simulations reproduce all of these features, from sunspots (Rempel
et al. 2009) and plages (Vögler et al. 2005, Yadav et al. 2021) to quiet-sun magnetism
(Rempel 2014).
The quiet-sun small-scale field, that is, the field associated with regions of the sun not
showing any activity, is partly attributable to a small-scale dynamo (SSD) operating in
the convection zone (Vögler and Schüssler 2007, Rempel 2014, Pietarila Graham et al.
2010). This field is believed to have a significant magnitude of around ∼ 130 G, based
on Hanle depolarization (Trujillo Bueno et al. 2004). Additional evidence that a fair frac-
tion of the small-scale field is a result of an SSD comes from the fact that internetwork
magnetic flux does not follow the solar cycle (Buehler et al. 2013, Lites et al. 2014). In
realistic radiative-MHD simulations, the effect of quiet-sun magnetic fields (self consis-
tently generated via an SSD mechanism) has previously been shown to be important, for
example, to reproduce the correct solar intensity contrast (Danilovic et al. 2010) and ac-
count for inferred photospheric magnetic field strength based on Hanle-effect diagnostics
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(Shchukina and Trujillo Bueno 2011). In addition, there is a tendency to obtain a rough
equipartition between kinetic and magnetic energy in SSD simulations (Hotta et al. 2015,
Haugen et al. 2004, Schekochihin et al. 2004b), which implies a substantial reduction in
plasma velocities since most of the energy in the magnetic fields is obtained from the
plasma motions. The importance of magnetic fields generated from an SSD in other stel-
lar types and its effect on the intensity characteristics, however, remains to be explored.
Hence, it is imperative to investigate the effect of quiet-star small-scale magnetic fields on
these quantities in a subsequent study.
This paper is a part of a project aimed at constructing a grid of magneto-convective stellar
atmospheres, ranging across temperatures (3500 < T < 7000 K), gravity (4.3 < log10 g <
4.8 in cgs units), and metallicities (in this paper, only solar metallicities are considered).
We investigate four stellar cases: F3V, G2V, K0V, and M0V and we study the relative
change in stratification, convection, and intensity from purely hydrodynamic setups.
In §2.2, we outline the simulation code and the setup. Then, we present the results of the
simulations in §2.3, followed by interpretation of the results in §2.4. Lastly, we summa-
rize the results and present the corresponding discussion in §2.5.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Simulation code

The code we use throughout this work is MURaM (Vögler et al. 2005, Rempel 2014,
2017), a 3D radiative-MHD code that solves the conservative MHD equations for com-
pressible, partially ionized plasma. It uses a multi-group radiative transfer scheme with
short characteristics (Nordlund 1982). The equations for mass (ρ - density), momentum
(~v - velocity, p - pressure), and energy (εh - enthalpy density) conservation are solved,
along with the induction equation (~B - magnetic field)

∂tρ = − ∇ · (ρ~v), (2.1)

∂t(ρ~v) = − ∇ · (ρ~v~v) − ∇p + ρ~g + ~FSR + ~FL, (2.2)

∂t(εh + ρv2/2) = − ∇ · (~v(εh + p + ρv2/2))+

~v · (~g + ~FL + ~FSR) + Qrad + Qres
, (2.3)

∂t~B =∇ × (~v × ~B). (2.4)

Here, ~F refers to forces and Q refers to source terms. The subscript SR refers to semi-
relativistic "Boris correction"-related terms (Boris 1970, Gombosi et al. 2002), which are
negligible for our setups, and L refers to the Lorentz force. The two Q terms in the
energy equation account for the radiative heating/cooling and resistive heating (since the
hydrodynamic energy is conserved, instead of the total energy). For details, we refer
the reader to Rempel (2014, 2017). In this work, the grey approximation is used for
solving the radiative transfer equations, where the frequency dependence of the opacity is
replaced by an average value. This is an acceptable approximation for this work since we
are mainly interested in the structure below and just above the surface (Vögler et al. 2004).
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Finally, the FreeEOS equation of state (Irwin 2012) with solar abundances (Asplund et al.
2009) is used to close the set of equations.
The effective temperature (Teff) (related to the radiative output), the surface gravitational
acceleration (g), related to the hydrostatic balance, and the metallicity (Z) together uniquely
specify the spectral class of a star. The MURaM code uses a constant gravitational accel-
eration g, the gas pressure at bottom boundary (pbot), and the inflow entropy at the bottom
boundary (sbot) as free parameters. The pbot and sbot parameters determine the height of
the τ = 1 surface and the Teff.

2.2.2 Setup and parameters
We considered four stellar cases: F3V, G2V, K0V, and M0V, chosen to cover a broad
range of Teff for stellar types with convective envelopes. All boxes have the same number
of grid-points (512 × 512 in the horizontal direction and 500 in the vertical direction).
The scaling for the horizontal and the vertical geometric extent was done such that the
number of granules in each box is roughly the same and the number of pressure scale
heights below the photosphere is also similar (∼ 7.5). For the G-star, this corresponds to
4 Mm below the surface and a horizontal extent of 9 Mm × 9 Mm.

Table 2.1: Parameters for the simulation setup
Type z↓*(ztot) x0, y0 ∆x, y ∆z log10 g (Teff)HD* (Teff)SSD* 〈||B||〉τ=1* 〈|Bz|〉τ=1* 〈||B||〉〈τ〉=1*

(Mm) (Mm) (km) (km) (cm/s2) (K) (K) (G) (G) (G)
F3V 11.11 (13.00) 23 45 26 4.301 6817±7 6807±8 188±15 93±8 132±10
G2V 4.09 (5.00) 9 17.5 10 4.438 5834±9 5840±9 127±12 66±6 113±10
K0V 2.05 (2.31) 4.62 8.2 4.62 4.609 4668±5 4671±5 103±6 50±3 103±6
M0V 0.90 (1.14) 2.043 3.99 2.28 4.826 3825±1 3827±2 106±6 54±4 107±6

The (*) quantities are determined after running the simulations. The change in Teff will not
influence the total radiative output on long timescales (> 105 yr) corresponding to the

Kelvin-Helmholtz timescale. See Spruit (1982) for details.

The boundaries are periodic in the horizontal x, y direction. The top boundary (ztop)
is open to outflows and closed to inflows, with vertical magnetic fields. The bottom
boundary (zbot) is symmetric1 for mass flux (ρ~v), entropy downflows, and magnetic fields.
This magnetic field boundary condition also allows horizontal field to be advected across
the bottom boundary. This "mimics" the presence of magnetic field deeper in the con-
vection zone, as considered previously on the basis of equipartition arguments (Rem-
pel 2014, Hotta et al. 2015). The magnetic field BC may not necessarily preserve the
∇ · ~B = 0 constraint. However, the hyperbolic divergence cleaning approach (Ded-
ner et al. 2002) employed in MURaM takes care of the ∇ · ~B errors reasonably well:
(∇ · ~B)rms/(||B||/∆z) ∼ O(10−3); we refer to Fig. A.1 for details.
For each star, we performed simulations with magnetic fields (SSD), and purely hydrody-
namic (HD) simulations. HD simulations were initialized with density and internal energy
(IE) profiles generated using the 1D stellar code MESA (Paxton et al. 2019) for the F-, K-,
and M-star and using the standard solar model from Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. (1996)

1This refers to the way the derivative is handled across the ghost cells. Symmetric boundary implies the
same value in the ghost cell (qg) next to the boundary domain cell (qd), such that the derivative across the
boundary is zero (qg = qd), and anti-symmetric implies a value with the opposite sign (qg = −qd)
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for the G-star. These were then run for several hours in stellar time till convection became
relaxed and there were no transients visible in velocity and pressure vertical slices. Then
the simulation box was seeded with net zero-flux magnetic field with a negligibly small
field strength (10−5 G) and run till photospheric magnetic field strength reached satura-
tion. The results presented in the subsequent sections are averaged over a few hours of
stellar time (after saturation), and over a number of snapshots, for all the eight cases (see
Table 2.3 for further details for each setup).
Table 2.1 describes the detailed setup for all the simulations: for all four stellar types,
it gives the height of the τ = 1 surface above the bottom boundary (and the total ver-
tical extent), the horizontal extent, the horizontal resolution, the vertical resolution, the
log constant surface gravity, the effective temperature of the SSD and HD cases, the av-
erage magnetic field magnitude at the τ = 1 iso-surface2 〈||B||〉τ=1, the average unsigned
vertical field at the τ = 1 iso-surface 〈|Bz|〉τ=1, and the average magnetic field magnitude
at the 〈τ〉 = 1 horizontal slice 〈||B||〉〈τ〉=1 of the SSD cases. The effective temperature is
calculated by averaging the angle-averaged bolometric luminosity over time.

2.3 Results

Star SSD HD
Color N t (h) Color N t (h)

F3V Blue 264 12.4 Light Blue 124 14.8
G2V Black 178 7.7 Gray 117 15.0
K0V Green 125 10.6 Lime 193 16.8
M0V Red 263 5.4 Light Red 197 10.1

Table 2.2: Color-coding for the plots, along with number of snapshots considered and
total time in hours for each stellar box. All HD plots are dashed lines.

All the magnetic simulations exhibit dynamo action and develop magnetic fields with
energy within an order of magnitude of the kinetic energy (KE) through most of the sim-
ulation box. The change in the partition of energy influences the internal structure as well
as convective velocities. Snapshots of the bolometric intensity and vertical velocity at
the τ = 1 surface for the SSD and the HD setups (along with the vertical magnetic field
for the SSD cases) are shown in Fig. 2.1. The SSD cases show distinct intergranular
bright points which correspond with strong magnetic field concentrations. In the follow-
ing subsections, we examine the horizontally averaged structure of the magnetic field and
its effects on the stratification as well as convection for these stellar types. The analysis of
the magnetic fields in the lower photosphere and their effect on the bolometric intensity
and vertical velocity will be covered in the next paper in this series.
All 1D plots are averages over a number of snapshots spanning a few hours of stellar time
(see Table 2.3 for exact numbers). The error bars are standard error (standard deviation
normalized by the square root of the number of snapshots σ/

√
N) of the average 1D

2This is the surface corresponding to where τ = 1 in each vertical column of the simulation cube, and
this is usually somewhat corrugated because downflows are cooler than upflows and opacity is extremely
sensitive to temperature in the relevant ranges.
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Figure 2.1: Emergent intensity and surface vertical velocities in different stellar types for
models with and without magnetic field. From top to bottom: Snapshot of the bolometric
intensity and vz at τ = 1 for the HD case (rows 1 and 2), bolometric intensity and vz at
τ = 1 for the SSD case (row 3 and 4), and the corresponding vertical magnetic field at
τ = 1 (row 5, from left to right) for spectral types F, G, K, and M, respectively. The green
circles indicate the bright points and corresponding magnetic field concentrations.

structure, the assumption being that over this time span, the snapshots are statistically
independent.
All quantities are plotted as a function of number of pressure scale heights relative to the
height where 〈τ〉 = 1, nH = log(pgas/pgas(〈τ〉=1)). We note that with this definition, positive
values correspond to the interior. Since the non-magnetic bottom boundary conditions are
identical (pbot and sbot are the same) for HD and SSD runs, the deviations are calculated
geometrically and plotted against the corresponding HD pressure scale axis.
This extent in terms of pressure scale heights ranges from 7.5 (bottom) to -5 (near top) for
all the simulations. Since the focus of this paper is on the near surface convection zone,
we excluded the portion of the box corresponding to nH < −1 from our analysis. We also
excluded the region corresponding to nH > 6 due to possible numerical bottom boundary
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effects.

2.3.1 Magnetic field structure

Figure 2.2: Magnetic field structure for the four stellar cases. Top: Horizontally averaged
magnetic field magnitude. Bottom: The ratio of the horizontal rms field strength to the
vertical r.m.s field strength. The horizontal axis is the number of pressure scale heights
log10(pgas/pgas(τ=1)), calculated for the HD cases, below the surface (dotted vertical black
line). The shaded regions correspond to 1-σ standard error (e = σ/

√
N, N is the number

of snapshots) computed over time averaging of snapshots.

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, the dynamo action results in a significant
amount of magnetic field, with the overall magnitude roughly similar for all the cases,
and with a somewhat decreasing trend with Teff near the surface (Fig. 2.2, top panel and
last column of Table 2.1). The relation of the magnetic energy (ME) to kinetic energy is
discussed in §2.3.3.
The bottom panel of Fig. 2.2 shows the ratio Bh/Bz, which gives an indication of the
3D structure of the magnetic fields. For a fully isotropic distribution of magnetic field,
one would expect B2

x ≈ B2
y ≈ B2

z . This implies that the ratio of the horizontal r.m.s.
component of the magnetic field fluctuations Bh,rms to the vertical component Bz,rms should
be ∼

√
2. For G-, K-, and M-stars, this ratio is slightly less than

√
2 in the middle of the

box (2 < nH < 5), indicating near-isotropy, whereas for the F-star, it is significantly lower
(∼ 1).
Near the τ = 1 surface, Bh,rms/Bz,rms for all the stars is lower because of intensification of
vertical magnetic fields in the intergranular lanes (e.g., Spruit (1979)).

2.3.2 Changes in stratification
Figure 2.3 shows the plots of deviation from the mean HD stratification. The deviations
from the HD simulations are presented as the relative percent change in the horizontally
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Figure 2.3: Deviations in ρ, T, and pgas for F (blue), G (black), K (green), and M-star
(red) cases. The vertical axis gives the geometric deviations as a percentage relative
to the hydrodynamic case. The horizontal axis is the number of pressure scale heights
log10(pgas/pgas(τ=1)), calculated for the HD cases, below the surface (dotted vertical black
line). The shaded regions correspond to 1-σ standard error (e = σ/

√
N, N is the number

of snapshots) of the mean solid curve.

averaged 1D structure. For any quantity of interest q (e.g., density, temperature, etc.),
these deviations are calculated as (qSSD − qHD)/qHD. This means that a positive value for
the deviation corresponds to a higher value for the SSD case relative to the HD case.

All simulations show slight (≤ 2%) changes in thermodynamic stratification relative to
the corresponding HD simulations, with the magnitude of deviations below the surface
roughly increasing from coolest to hottest stellar type. Below 3 pressure scale heights,
the G, K, and M simulations show negligible (≤ 0.1%) deviations in thermodynamic
quantities.

Closer to the surface, the F-star simulation shows up to 1.5% reduction in density and up
to 1% reduction in gas pressure (Fig. 2.3, top and bottom panels, blue line). This trend is
opposite to that seen for other cases, all of which show a slight (< 1%) enhancement in
density and pressure. These results are analyzed in §2.4.1. For context, a 1.5% deviation
in temperature for an F-star would correspond to a temperature change of ∼100 K.
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of energies for the four stellar cases. a) Ratio of ME to KE, b)
percent change in KE, c) ratio of KE to IE, and d) ratio of ME to IE (bottom) for F-, G-,
K-, and M-stars.

2.3.3 Distribution of energies

In Fig. 2.4, panel a shows the ratio of magnetic to kinetic energy. For all cases, this ratio is
within an order of magnitude throughout the box. This ratio for the F-star is significantly
higher compared to the other stars. In addition, the ratio for M-star has a minima deeper
down in the box than for other stars. As before, the general trend shows a decrease in this
ratio with decreasing Teff .
In Fig. 2.4b, we shows the relative change in KE between the SSD and the HD setups.
All stars show a marked decrease in KE in the SSD case. As with the top panel, F-star
shows a significantly stronger reduction in KE compared to the other cases. The M-star
as well shows a stronger reduction in KE near the surface compared to the G and K-stars.
Fig. 2.4c shows the ratio of kinetic to internal energy. For the F-star, this ratio is within
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an order of magnitude near the surface, whereas for the other stars, it is less than 1%. Fig.
2.4d shows the ratio of the magnetic to the internal energy. There is a clear trend in this
ratio with stellar type, with it being lowest for M-star (∼ 5 × 10−5 near bottom, to ∼ 10−4

near surface) and highest for F-star (∼ 10−3 near bottom, to ∼ 10−2 near surface).

2.3.4 Changes in velocities

Figure 2.5: Relative decrease in convective velocities v2
z (top), relative decrease in ratio of

horizontal to vertical rms velocities vh,rms/vz,rms (middle) and the actual vh,rms/vz,rms ratio
(bottom).

All SSD cases exhibit a decrease in vertical velocities v2
z as well as the ratio of horizontal

to vertical rms velocities vh,rms/vz,rms (Fig. 2.5), relative to the corresponding HD cases.
The reduction in v2

z follows similar trend for all the four stars, with a decrease of 4-8%
near the surface, going up to 20% near the bottom boundary. For G-, K- and M-star,
the decrease in vh,rms/vz,rms is similar (5% near the surface, going up to 12% near the
bottom) but is more pronounced for the F-star case (10% near the surface, going up to
20% near the bottom boundary). This implies a change in the horizontal extent of sub-
surface granulation, which follows Nordlund et al. (2009), who showed using simple mass
conservation that the horizontal extent of granules is proportional to H(vh/vz), where H is
the local density scale height.
The ratio vh,rms/vz,rms gives an idea of the 3D velocity structure. Close to the τ = 1 surface,
the ratio increases suddenly. This increase corresponds to where convective flows turn
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over, as the atmosphere becomes convectively stable and the flows above that point are
mainly due to convective overshoot. The exact pressure scale depth where this turning
over takes place depends of the effective temperature: for the F- and G-star, this turnover
takes place within half a pressure scale height of the τ = 1 surface whereas, for the M-
star, it takes place well below the τ = 1 surface (around nH = 3). This is also probably
why the minima of the ME/KE ratio in Fig. 2.4 for M-star is significantly below the
surface compared to the G and K-star, as density (and, consequently, KE) is lower above
the height where most of the overturning takes place. The changes in v2

z as well as the
vh,rms/vz,rms with depth seem to follow a regular trend, and is consistent with the results
obtained previously in whole-convection zone simulations with a small-scale dynamo
setup (Hotta et al. 2015).

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Turbulent pressure

Figure 2.6: Hydrostatic force balance with gas pressure pgas (top) and total pressure ptot

(middle) gradient term and ρg term, normalized by 〈ρg〉 as 〈dp/dz + ρg〉/〈ρg〉, and the
ratio of turbulent pressure to gas pressure (bottom). All quantities are plotted for SSD
(solid) and HD (dashed) cases. We note that the extent of y-axis is larger by more than an
order of magnitude for force balance with pgas compared to force balance with ptot

We first discuss the changes in the pressure and density in the SSD models relative to a
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purely HD model. The pressure and density changes (Fig. 2.3) are very small (∼ 0.1%)
for the G-, K-, and M-star in the convection zone (and not significantly greater near the
surface for the K- and M-star). The changes are more prominent for the F-star (∼ 1%).
This discrepancy can be understood by considering the contribution of turbulent pressure
in the overall hydrostatic balance.
Turbulent pressure becomes important for hydrostatic balance when KE is within an or-
der of magnitude or so of the IE. This is indeed the case for our F-star models. This
implies that turbulent pressure (which is largely due to plasma motions) can be a signifi-
cant fraction of the gas pressure pgas. Quantitatively, this can be seen from a crude MLT
calculation of the Mach number (see appendix A.1 for derivation):

M ≈ 0.138
( T
103 K

)5/6 (
ρ

10−7 g/cm3

)−1/3

. (2.5)

Using the above equation, we calculate the F-star photospheric Mach number to be about
0.75 (see Table 2.4.1), slightly lower than simulation value in Beeck et al. (2013a) who
found it to be 0.9. For the other stars, the velocity is decidedly subsonic.

Simulation Tsurf (103 K) ρsurf (10−7 g/cm3) M
F3V 6.19 0.59 0.75
G2V 6.17 2.39 0.47
K0V 4.94 6.67 0.28
M0V 3.96 21.3 0.16

Table 2.3: Mach numbers computed using MLT. ρsurf and Tsurf are obtained from HD
simulation data.

Now, the hydrostatic balance is expressed in terms of the balance between force due to
pressure gradient, p′ = dp/dz, and gravity, ρg, acting in the vertical (viz. radial) direction.
These two terms should be approximately equal in magnitude. If just pgas is considered,
this balance does not hold very well, with deviations increasing strongly with Teff (Fig.
2.6, top panel).
The turbulent pressure consists of terms from the total stress tensor. From Reynolds
stresses, the ρviv j term and from Maxwell stresses, the ((B2/2)δi j − BiB j)/4π term is ob-
tained. As mentioned in the introduction, the presence of SSD magnetic fields implies a
reduction in KE, where energy is redistributed between the plasma motions and magnetic
fields via Lorentz force feedback. In Fig. 2.4, the ratio of ME to KE (top panel) corre-
sponds remarkably well with the reduction in KE relative to the HD case (middle panel),
implying most of the energy in the magnetic fields is drawn from the KE reservoir. The
ME is within an order of magnitude of the KE for subsurface plasma. This is consistent
with the results on equipartition of energy in several SSD simulations (Hotta et al. 2015,
Haugen et al. 2004, Schekochihin et al. 2004b).
This order of magnitude equipartition results in a reduction of plasma velocities and, con-
sequently, the magnitude of the Reynolds stress term. The contribution from the Maxwell
stress, on the other hand, can be either negative or positive, depending on whether the
effects of magnetic tension dominate over that of magnetic pressure in the vertical direc-
tion. More quantitatively (see Appendix A.2 for a derivation), the total turbulent pressure
can be expressed as:
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2.4 Discussion

pturb = ρv2
z +

B2
h − B2

z

8π
. (2.6)

With this included in the calculation of the pressure gradient term, the hydrostatic balance
is satisfied, as can be seen in middle panel of Fig. 2.6 (noting the difference in the extent of
y-axis for the top and middle panels). In the bottom panel of the same figure, the reduction
in pturb/pgas is most prominent for the F-star. Since the changes in v2

z are similar (Fig. 2.5,
top panel) for all stars, there must be a reduction in density for the F-star to compensate
for the significant change in pturb. Based on the expression for pturb, we introduce an
effective turbulent velocity v =

√
pturb/ρ.

With this, it becomes possible to relate changes in density stratification to changes in total
pressure gradient. A straightforward consideration of the density scale height Hρ (see
appendix A.2) yields:

Hρ = RT/(µg) + v2/g. (2.7)

This tells us that where B2
h < B2

z and (ρv2
z )SSD < (ρv2

z )HD, the scale height of the SSD
model is smaller than for the HD model, (Hρ)SSD < (Hρ)HD. This is valid if assuming that
the change in T and µ is relatively small. From the proportionality between density scale
height and v2

z (Eq. 2.7), the decrease in vertical velocity is associated with a decrease in
the local density scale height. This can be inferred from Fig. 2.6 (bottom panel), where
the ratio pturb/pgas (∝ v2/(RT/µ)) is noticeably lower for F-star near the surface.
These conditions are satisfied relatively well for the F-star case. A decrease in Hρ implies
a steepening of the density stratification for the SSD case relative to the HD case. This is
exactly the case in the top panel of Fig. 2.3: the reduction in density goes from a ∼0% to
∼ 1.5% near the surface. Below the surface, it is reasonably good to assume a perfect gas
equation of state, with pgas ∝ ρT . Assuming changes in T are small compared to ρ and
pgas, this, in turn, implies that the changes in pgas follows a similar trend as changes in
ρ. Near the surface, this picture breaks down since the mode of energy transfer changes
from convective to radiative and this simplified analysis is no longer valid.
The effect of turbulent pressure on stratification and convection has previously been con-
sidered for stellar model envelopes from an MLT perspective (Henyey et al. 1965) as
well as for 3D HD simulations (Ludwig and Kučinskas 2012, Jørgensen and Weiss 2019);
however, to the best of our knowledge, the effect of magnetic fields from an SSD have not
been considered before.

2.4.2 Changes in velocity structure
As mentioned in §2.3.4, the ratio vh,rms/vz,rms (Fig. 2.5, bottom panel), gives an idea of
where convection overturns relative to pressure scale height for a given effective tempera-
ture. The trend in overturning for different spectral types fits the usual picture of "hidden"
granulation below the τ = 1 surface for cooler, denser stars such as M and K versus the
"naked" granulation above the τ = 1 surface of hotter, more rarefied stars such as G and
F, as discussed in Nordlund and Dravins (1990).
This ratio is close to 1 for the HD G-, K-, and M-stars (dashed lines). For the HD F-star,
however, it is significantly higher (dashed light blue line), indicating a higher degree of
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2 Changes in stratification and near-surface convection for main-sequence stars

isotropy in the velocity structure3. This implies relatively higher horizontal velocities for
the HD F-star. The near-isotropic velocity profile for the HD F-star can be attributed to the
KE being a non-negligible fraction of the IE. We speculate that these stronger horizontal
velocities contribute to the stronger magnetic fields in the vertical direction for the F-star
(as inferred from the lower Bh,rms/Bz,rms for the F-star in Fig. 2.2, bottom panel).
In the case of SSD (solid lines), all stars follow a similar trend for vh,rms/vz,rms, with the
ratio being ≤ 1 up to the point where convection overturns. The change in velocity field
structure in the presence of SSD fields is a hard problem that depends on the SSD sat-
uration mechanism. We note that the Bh,rms/Bz,rms ratio is lower for F-star compared to
other cases. It is plausible that the relatively stronger fields in the vertical direction re-
strict horizontal flows more in the case of F-stars and lead to a greater change in the value
of vh,rms/vz,rms. However, a fuller understanding of this behavior requires a more detailed
analysis that is beyond the scope of this paper.

2.5 Conclusions
In this work, we investigate the magnetic field self-consistently generated by an SSD act-
ing in the near-surface layers of main-sequence stars of spectral types F3V, G2V, K0V, and
M0V. The SSD mechanism operates in all cases to amplify magnetic fields from a seed
field of negligible strength and zero net flux. The magnetic fields from the SSD have an
energy density that is a non-negligible fraction of the kinetic energy density. These fields
act back on the plasma to reduce the convective velocities, which in turn reduces the tur-
bulent pressure. This becomes substantial for the F-star as it is hot enough to have kinetic
and internal energy within an order of magnitude near the surface, which gives magnetic
fields stronger than those in G-, K-, and M-stars, especially in the vertical direction. The
equation for hydrostatic balance for total pressure and the reduction of convective veloci-
ties implies a reduction in the density scale height itself. This is significant enough for the
F-star to result in reduced density and gas pressure throughout the box. This effect tends
to get smaller towards later spectral types.
This paper only covers the near-surface convection zone. Other aspects of particular in-
terest to observational studies would include the magnetic field structure in the lower
photosphere and changes in the intensity characteristics. In addition, the change in scale
height and the changes in vh/vz imply changes in granulation scale. All these points are
to be investigated in a follow-up paper.

3Fully isotropic flow requires v2
x = v2

y = v2
z . Hence, this would imply vh,rms/vz,rms =

√
2
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3 Changes in the photospheres of
main-sequence stars

The contents of this section correspond to a draft article to be submitted to A&A by
Bhatia, T. S., Cameron, R. H., Peter, H., et al. I ran the simulations, performed the
analysis and wrote the majority of the text.

Abstract

Context: Some of the quiet solar magnetic flux could be attributed to a small-scale
dynamo (SSD) operating in the convection zone. For an SSD operating in cool main-
sequence stars, the associated magnetism could affect the granulation signal as well spec-
tral line shifts.

Aim: We aim to investigate the distribution of SSD magnetic fields as well as their effect
on bolometric intensity characteristics, vertical velocity and spatial distribution of kinetic
energy (KE) and magnetic energy (ME) in the lower photosphere of different stellar types.

Methods: We analyze the four simulation sets for F-,G-,K- and M-stars described in Bha-
tia et al. (2022) near the τ = 1 layer. We compare the time-averaged distributions and
power spectra in SSD setups relative to the hydrodynamic setup.

Results: The SSD field strengths for all cases follow a roughly similar distribution, with
average fields around 100 G for the G-,K- and M-star, and somewhat higher for the F-star.
These fields also result in magnetic bright points and a decrease in upflow velocities for
all stellar types. Lastly, the changes in spatial KE spectrum is similar for all cases as well,
with a decrease in energy at subgranular scales as well as the largest scales.

Conclusion: The effects of SSD fields on all spectral types, when compared to a pure
hydrodynamic model, are rather similar. The strength and distribution of magnetic fields
are roughly similar for the different stellar types, which is a consequence of similar pho-
tospheric KE for all cases and a rough equipartition between KE and ME. All stellar types
exhibit magnetic bright points and a slight reduction in granule sizes for the SSD models.
There is a decrease in a proxy convective blueshift based on bolometric intensity, with the
magnitude of change scaling with Teff for the SSD runs compared to the non-magnetic
models.
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

3.1 Introduction

Magnetism in cool stars is ubiquitous. In addition, a significant number of cool stars show
a solar-like activity cycle (Wilson 1978). The magnetic fields associated with these cycles
are expected to arise from a large-scale dynamo operating in the convection zones of cool
stars (Brandenburg and Subramanian 2005b, Charbonneau 2014). However, there is also
an additional, cycle-independent component of stellar fields, the quiet-star magnetism.
From detailed observations of the quiet Sun (Solanki 1993, de Wijn et al. 2009, Sánchez
Almeida and Martínez González 2011, Bellot Rubio and Orozco Suárez 2019) as well as
state-of-the-art simulations (Vögler and Schüssler 2007, Rempel 2014), this component
was realized to be substantial and could, in part, be explained by invoking a small-scale
dynamo (SSD) mechanism which would amplify magnetic fields via turbulent motions
of the plasma. In fact, recent global SSD simulations (Hotta and Kusano 2021) showed
that the field generated can be significantly super-equipartition in the deep convection
zone, being strong enough to affect the meridional circulation and the differential rotation
profile. For solar-like stars, the influence of SSD fields on quiet star phenomenon like the
granulation signal remain yet to be studied.
Stellar photometry observation missions have increasingly expanded in scope and sensi-
tivity. NASA’s CoRoT and Kepler/K2 exoplanet-hunting missions heralded a new era in
exoplanetary science, enabling detection of thousands of exoplanets through precise and
long-term observations. Currently, NASA’s TESS (Ricker et al. 2014) and ESA’s PLATO
(Rauer et al. 2014) missions are expected to drastically increase the detection rate of rocky
planets around bright M- and FGK-dwarfs, respectively. In the era of high-precision and
high-cadence photometry, it is essential to understand the factors that affect stellar bright-
ness variations and radial velocity (RV) measurements from spectrographs like HARPS
(Pepe et al. 2004) and, now, ESPRESSO (Pepe et al. 2021).
RV measurements allow detection of exoplanets by accounting for Doppler shifts in stellar
spectral lines due to a gravitationally-induced "wobble" caused by the planet’s orbital mo-
tion. However RVs can be affected by stellar magnetism (e.g., starspots, faculae) and well
as the granulation signal, which is visible as a net blueshift in lower photospheric spectral
lines of most solar-like stars (Dravins 1987). For a comprehensive list of factors poten-
tially affecting high precision RV measurements, see Table A-4 in Crass et al. (2021).
Shporer and Brown (2011) demonstrated the impact convective blueshift can have on RV
measurements during transits at m/s accuracy level via a simple model. With RV mea-
surements reaching sub-m/s precision, potentially allowing detection of Earth-like rocky
exoplanets, it becomes imperative to understand the sources of stellar "noise" properly,
including the contribution from magnetic fields. For the solar case, Shapiro et al. (2017)
showed that total solar irradiance (TSI) could be reliably reconstructed just from the con-
sideration of granulation noise from simulations and solar magnetograms in a forward
model. This is encouraging for modelling stellar variability at shorter timescales.
In addition, the granulation flicker, that is, the amplitude of stellar brightness over timescales
of granulation (< 8 hours), shows an observational correlation with surface gravity (Bastien
et al. 2013). This allows an independent method (apart from astroseismic measurement)
of determining surface gravity for a large sample of stars. However, there are some incon-
sistencies between models and observations for stars with Teff > 6650 K (Bastien et al.
2016). This could be resolved by better models of stellar convection and granulation.
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3.2 Methods

In our recent work (Bhatia et al. (2022), hereafter Paper I), we showed that SSD magnetic
fields significantly reduce the convective velocities and can be strong enough in hotter
spectral types (F-star and above) to even affect the stratification and scale heights near
the surface. Hence it becomes imperative to understand the effect of SSD fields on the
photosphere.
In this paper, we describe the distribution of photospheric quiet-star magnetic fields as
expected to arise from an SSD mechanism. We also look at the effects of this magnetic
field on the bolometric intensity as well as energy distribution in the photosphere.

3.2 Methods

We use models described in Paper I, namely, the hydrodynamic (HD) models and the
models with the small-scale dynamo (SSD) fields. The setup, number of snapshots, time
range etc. are identical as in Paper 1.
Before we start describing the results, there is a quick note regarding the meaning of
symbols and conventions we follow. All averages over time are denoted by an overline
q. All averages over space of 2D data are denoted by angular brackets 〈q〉. The standard
deviation for bolometric intensity in a single snapshot is calculated as σI =

√
〈(I − 〈I〉)2〉.

The calculation of spatial power spectra is covered in Appendix B.1. All plots have error
bars corresponding to standard error ε = σ/

√
N, where N is the number of snapshots and

σ is the standard deviation over time averages. The color coding is the same as that in
Paper I, with blue for F, black for G, green for K and red for M-star. Dashed lines with
lighter corresponding colors refer to the hydrodynamic case, unless stated otherwise.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Distribution of the magnetic fields

Table 3.1: Characteristic of magnetic field near the surface. All values are averages over
time along with 1σ standard deviation.

Simulation B [G] |Bz| [G] Bh [G] AB>1kG/Atot [%]
z〈τ〉=1 τ = 1 z〈τ〉=1 τ = 1 z〈τ〉=1 τ = 1 z〈τ〉=1 τ = 1

F3V 131 ± 11 188 ± 15 66 ± 7 93 ± 8 99± 8 144 ± 11 0.06 ± 0.06 0.79 ± 0.31
G2V 114 ± 11 127 ± 12 59 ± 6 66 ± 6 85 ± 8 96 ± 9 0.46 ± 0.14 0.47 ± 0.14
K0V 102 ± 6 103 ± 6 50 ± 3 50 ± 3 80 ± 5 81± 5 0.28 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.08
M0V 106 ± 6 106 ± 6 54 ± 4 54 ± 4 81 ± 5 81± 5 0.43 ± 0.17 0.41 ± 0.16

Fig. 3.1 shows the horizontally-averaged magnitude (top panel) and horizontally-averaged
inclination (bottom panel) of the magnetic field near the surface. All cases show similar
value of magnetic field strength, except for the F-star, which shows a somewhat higher
value at and above the surface (as marked by the dotted vertical line). The field inclina-
tion shows the field becoming more horizontal for all cases as one goes higher up in the
atmosphere. Because the top boundary condition forces the field to be purely vertical, and
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

Figure 3.1: Magnetic field characteristics for the SSD F- (blue), G- (black), K- (green) and
M-star (red). Top: Horizontally averaged magnitude of magnetic field . Bottom: Horizon-
tally averaged inclination of magnetic field, defined as 〈

√
(B2

x + B2
y)/B2

z 〉. The horizontal
axis is the number of pressure scale heights below the surface (positive is below, negative
is above).

the number of pressure scale heights above the surface are not exactly same for all cases,
we do not extend our analysis beyond log(pgas/pgas(〈τ〉=1)) > −1.
Table 3.1 shows the average field strength, average vertical field strength, average hor-
izontal field strength and the fraction of area occupied by kilogauss (kG) fields, for all
cases for 〈τ〉 = 1 horizontal slice as well as for τ = 1 iso-surface1. Here, τ refers to the
Rosseland mean optical depth, since the radiative transfer is gray. The τ = 1 iso-surface
makes sense from an observational point of view. We also consider the horizontal slice
because the thermodynamic stratification is expected to be quite uniform in the horizontal
direction, allowing a better understanding of the physics of magnetic field distribution.
The columns show that for the horizontal slice, the average field strength is quite similar
(100 to 130 G) for all cases, but the value increases significantly for the F-star (almost
190 G) and G-star (almost 130 G) if the τ = 1 iso-surface is considered. For the K-, and
M-star, there is no change.
Fig. 3.2 shows the probability density function (PDF) of the magnitude of the magnetic
field for the horizontal slice at 〈τ〉 = 1 (top panel) and for the τ = 1 iso-surface (bottom
panel). All stars show a rather similar distribution of photospheric magnetic fields ||~B||,
with most of the field around 100 G (slightly higher for the F-star) and a more rapid
drop-off in the kG regime.
For the horizontal slice, the sharp drop-off in the PDF in the kG regime shows an inverse
trend between Teff and strength of kG fields. These kG field form mostly in the downflow
lanes (see Fig. B.2 and B.3 for PDFs of B in upflows and downflows, respectively).
There is a rough correspondence between the pressure equipartition field strength Beqp =

1The τ = 1 iso-surface refers to the surface where τ = 1 for each vertical column in the 3D cube. The
data points are calculated by interpolating against the corresponding τ column to where τ = 1.
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3.3 Results

Figure 3.2: PDF of the magnitude of magnetic field ||B|| for the SSD F- (blue), G- (black),
K- (green) and M-star (red). Top: PDF of ||B|| calculated for the geometric surface z〈τ〉=1

corresponding to the height at which 〈τ〉 = 1. Bottom: Same plot as the top, but for the
iso-τ = 1 surface. The vertical dotted lines correspond to the pressure equipartition field
Beqp =

√
8πpgas for each case.

√
8πpgas (shown by dotted vertical lines for all stars), and the drop-off, but it does not

sufficiently explain the trend. For the F-star, the strongest fields are super-equipartition
whereas for the M-star, these are decidedly sub-equipartition.

However, if one considers the τ = 1 iso-surface (bottom panel), the distribution of fields
is roughly similar and does not show the trend from the 〈τ〉 = 1 slice. In addition, the field
strengths for the F-star are generally higher. The former can be understood as follows:
as the downflows are cooler relative to upflows and the opacity near the surface varies
strongly with temperature, the τ = 1 iso-surface forms geometrically deeper in downflows
relative to the upflows. Hence, the magnetic field "seen" at this level is deeper than at the
〈τ〉 = 1 geometric slice. This effect is similar to the Wilson depression (WD) of the optical
surface in sunspots. Because of increasing density and pressure due to stratification and
conservation of flux, the field strength is stronger deeper down. The magnitude of this
depression scales with Teff as well as pressure scale height (Beeck et al. 2015b), and is the
strongest for F-star and weakest for M-star.

The factors influencing the kG field distribution are discussed later in the context of con-
vective collapse (Spruit 1979) in Sect. 3.4.1.
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

3.3.2 Bolometric intensity

Figure 3.3: Snapshot of the bolometric intensity (in 1010 erg/cm2/s) for the SSD case
(top), and the HD case (bottom) for spectral types (from left to right) F, G, K and M,
respectively. The colorbars are identical for the respective SSD and the HD case. Green
circles indicate magnetic bright points.

Table 3.2: Average values for various quantities related to vz and Ibol. For each quantity,
left column is SSD, right is HD. All units are cgs.

Simulation upflow frac. (%) vz,rms (105) 〈Ibol〉 (1010) σI (1010) contrast (%)
F3V 57.33 57.14 5.168 5.565 4.710 4.718 1.004 1.027 21.31 21.76
G2V 56.63 56.82 2.518 2.561 2.563 2.556 0.440 0.444 17.17 17.36
K0V 56.09 55.90 1.306 1.326 1.045 1.042 0.122 0.122 11.66 11.71
M0V 60.32 60.04 0.632 0.660 0.425 0.425 0.011 0.011 2.67 2.66

In Paper 1, we considered the changes in thermodynamic structure due to SSD-generated
magnetic fields. We showed that these changes resulted in a decrease in density scale
height Hρ, as well as convective velocities, near the surface. Here, we consider how these
changes affect the intensity structure.
The presence of SSD magnetic fields affects the bolometric intensity Ibol in multiple ways.
The evacuation of plasma due to concentrated magnetic fields in intergranular lanes leads
to formation of bright points. This is due to heating of the downflow lane plasma from the
surrounding hot upflows, also called the "hot-wall" effect (Spruit 1976), where the low
density, relatively cold intergranular plasma is heated up by the surrounding hot, dense
upflows which causes them to appear bright. This is apparent for F, G, K and (to a lesser
degree) M stars (see Fig. 3.3).
In addition, there are changes in the spatial distribution of Ibol. The top panel of Fig.
3.4 shows the magnitude of the spatial power spectra Pk (see appendix B.1 for details on
how the power spectrum is calculated) of Ibol for all the HD and SSD cases. Note that
the spatial frequency has been scaled by the box size, which essentially corresponds to a
pressure scale height scaling (see Sect. 2.2 of Paper 1 for details). This ensures all plots
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3.3 Results

Figure 3.4: Spatial power spectra Pk of bolometric intensity Ibol for the SSD (solid) and
HD SSD (dashed) cases plotted against spatial frequency 1/x (normalized by the hori-
zontal box size x0 for each star). Top: Pk for all cases normalized by the SSD F-star total
power (

∑
k Pk). Bottom: Relative change in power at different scales between the SSD

and HD cases. The vertical dotted lines refer to the approximate scales corresponding to
range in granule sizes, for which the center of gravity is calculated in Table 3.3.

have the same range on the x-axis (see appendix B.1 for this plot without such scaling).
The bottom panel shows the relative change in the power between SSD and HD cases
(Pk,SSD/Pk,HD) − 1, with positive values corresponding to an increase in power. The usual
interpretation of Pk, as calculated here, is in terms of level of contrast at different spatial
scales (Nordlund et al. 1997). We take the peaks of these spectra to be an indication of
the granulation scales, as the most prominent contrast exists between the granule centers
and the intergranular lanes. Due to variation of granule sizes over a range of scales, we
calculate the center of gravity (CG) over a range of k (marked by dotted vertical lines) to
estimate an average spatial wave number kCG corresponding to an average granule size.
The relevant spatial range is between x0/x ∈ (2, 20). For reference, this corresponds to
a spatial frequency between 0.22 Mm−1 and 2.2 Mm−1 for the G-star (where the typical
granule size is ∼ 2 Mm, corresponding to a spatial frequency of 0.5 Mm−1). The results
are presented in Table 3.3. We interpret the positive change in kCG for all cases as an
indication for a decrease in average granule size for SSD cases, relative to the HD cases.
The effect of SSD fields on intensity at sub-granular scales is more varied between spectral
types. Fig. 3.4, bottom panel, shows a prominent increase in power for the K-star at
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

Table 3.3: Center-of-gravity (CG) for average granulation scale in Fig. 3.4
Simulation kCG,SSD[x0/x] kCG,HD[x0/x] δk/kHD (%)

F3V 11.78 11.57 +1.76
G2V 10.76 10.63 +1.25
K0V 9.98 9.90 +1.8
M0V 11.21 11.12 +1.82

the smallest spatial scales, corresponding to the high-contrast bright points present in the
intergranular lanes. A similar interpretation also holds for the G-star. Visually, we also see
bright points in the F-star case (See Fig. 1 of Paper I for prominent examples). However,
these bright points do not lead to an increase in power. This is because magnetic fields
also restrict convective velocities, acting as an effective "viscosity", which makes the flow
more laminar and leads to granules with a smoother appearance.

Figure 3.5: PDF of the normalized intensity Î = (I − 〈I〉HD)/σIHD for the SSD (solid) and
HD (dashed) cases in upflows (top) and downflows bottom

In Fig. 3.5, we plot the PDF of the normalized intensity Î = (I − 〈IHD〉)/〈σIHD〉 in upflows
and downflows. This form of normalization allows us to account for the significant change
in contrast c = σI/〈I〉 (see Table 3.2 for individual values of Ibol, σI and c) between the
stellar types while comparing shape of the PDFs, as well as properly compare the change
in PDFs between the SSD and the HD case.
Both upflows and downflows show peaked distributions, with a narrow bright peak for up-
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flows and a broad dark peak for downflows. This is consistent with distributions obtained
from a variety of other simulations o stellar photospheres (Magic et al. 2013, Beeck et al.
2013a, Salhab et al. 2018, Beeck et al. 2012). The bright tail for the upflow distribution
shows an inverse trend in slope with Teff, with M-star having an almost vertical tail. This
probably reflects the difference in spread in intensities with Teff (see column 5 of Table
3.2). Upflows for G-,K- and M-star show an enhancement in bright tail for SSD cases.
However, the F-star has the opposite trend. In addition, all downflow distributions ex-
hibit a bright tail for the SSD cases. This corresponds to formation of bright points in the
intergranular lanes.

3.3.3 Vertical velocity

Figure 3.6: Vertical velocity vz normalized by the r.m.s vertical velocity in the HD case
(vzrms)HD. Top: PDF of vz/(vzrms)HD for the SSD (solid) as well as HD (dashed) cases.
Bottom: The difference between the PDF for SSD and HD cases vz,SSD − vz,HD.

In Paper 1, we showed that there is a general reduction in vertical velocity vz for SSD
cases near the photosphere. Here we examine, in detail, how the distribution of vz changes
relative to the HD cases when accounting for the magnetic field generation.
The top panel of Fig. 3.6 shows the PDF of vz at the τ = 1 iso-surface, normalized by
(vz,rms)HD. As with intensity, this normalization allows us to compare the shapes of the
PDF between the different stars and to examine the changes between the SSD and HD
cases (Fig. 3.6, bottom panel). First of all, we note that all cases show a similar PDF,
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

with a sharp high peak for upflows and a broad low peak for downflows. There are a
couple of exceptions to the general trend: the downflow peak for the M-star is lower than
for the others. This might partly be a consequence of a somewhat higher upflow fraction
for the M-star (∼60%) compared to the other stars (∼57-58%). Another difference is the
upflow peak for the F-star, which is offset to relatively smaller velocities compared to
the other stellar types. This is consistent with a relatively thicker tail for the high upflow
velocities vz, and probably reflects the larger spread in vz for the F-star. Nevertheless, the
distribution of velocities is remarkably similar.
With the introduction of SSD magnetic fields, we see that there is a decrease in the mean
upflow velocities. The mean downflow velocities remain relatively unchanged, perhaps
because most downflows are probably along vertical magnetic fields in the downflow
lanes and the flow there is relatively unhindered.

3.3.4 Spatial distribution of energy

The spatial power spectra plot for the magnetic energy (ME) in Fig. 3.7 (top panel) shows
a fairly similar distribution for the G, K and M-star, whereas for the F-star, the spectra is
a slightly steeper at the larger scales and has higher power than the spectra for other stars
at all wavenumbers. The power spectra for kinetic energy (KE) (middle panel) are also
very similar for all the stars at smaller wavenumbers and roughly similar for the larger
wavenumbers. In fact, the relative changes in the KE power spectra between the SSD
and the HD cases (bottom panel) are remarkably similar for all cases, with a decrease
in energy at the largest scales (smallest wavenumbers) and the smallest scales (largest
wave numbers). On the other hand, there is no significant change in the power at scales
roughly corresponding to granule sizes (see Sect. 3.3.2 for details on granulation scales).
Since the dimensions of all the stars are scaled to have similar number of vertical pressure
scale heights (and the horizontal size is scaled accordingly to maintain aspect ratio), the
similarity in all the power spectra point to a simple pressure scale height scaling of the
relevant dynamics. Energy for the magnetic fields is extracted from the KE reservoir at
small (subgranular) scales, which leads to near-equipartition fields, and this ME cascades
to the largest scales, resulting in a net reduction of average KE.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Magnetic fields and convective collapse

As mentioned in the introduction, the distribution of the magnitude of small-scale mag-
netic fields is well-studied for the solar case. The weak (sub-kG) field distribution is
explained in terms of an equipartition between KE and ME: weak turbulent magnetic
fields get carried upward and outwards from granule centers and get collected in inter-
granular lanes up to kinetic energy equipartition in a process called flux expulsion (Weiss
1966). However, the field strength corresponding to KE equipartition is substantially sub-
kG. To explain the presence of kG fields, the convective collapse mechanism (Spruit and
Zweibel 1979, Spruit 1979) is usually invoked. The process can be understood as fol-
lows: a substantial amount of magnetic field collects in an intergranular lane and starts
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Figure 3.7: Spatial powerspectra of magnetic and kinetic energies. Top: Power spectrum
of magnetic energy for all the SSD cases. Middle: Power spectrum of the kinetic energy
for all the SSD (solid, dark) and HD (dashed, light) cases. Bottom: Percent change in the
kinetic energy power spectrum for SSD cases, relative to HD cases. The top and middle
plots are normalized by the total kinetic energy for the F-star (solid blue).

forming a nascent flux tube. For the tube to persist, there has to be pressure balance in
the horizontal direction. Due to presence of magnetic fields, the plasma in the flux tube
also has a magnetic pressure B2/8π. To account for this, the gas pressure pgas within the
tube has to be lower than surrounding plasma pressure. Assuming horizontal temperature
equilibrium, this implies a reduction in density, giving rise to a plasma instability. For
the case of downward2 displacement, the flux tube gets squeezed horizontally till a new
equilibrium state is achieved with stronger field strength. Spruit (1979) showed that the
instability can occur for an initial plasma β = 8πpgas/B2 between 2 and 6.7 within the flux
tube. Stronger fields (β < 2) are stable on their own and weaker fields (β > 6.7) don’t

2The case of upward motion of plasma causes the magnetic field to expand outwards and eventually
results in normal convection (Spruit 1979).
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3 Changes in the photospheres of main-sequence stars

persist long enough to form flux concentrations.
The minimum β for which the convective collapse mechanism can function gives a sort
of efficiency of the mechanism. Rajaguru et al. (2002) used this idea and solved the linear
eigenvalue problem in Spruit and Zweibel (1979) for different stellar types to obtain a set
of minimum β. The values (tabulated in Table 2 of their paper) show a trend of increasing
efficiency with increasing Teff and decreasing g. This would imply that the convective
collapse mechanism is more efficient in hotter stars and can lead to stronger fields relative
to pressure equipartition.
The convective collapse mechanism allows, in principle, intensification of magnetic field
up to gas pressure equipartition with the surroundings, that is Beqp =

√
8πpgas. For the sun,

this would be around 1.8 kG in the photosphere. However, intensification beyond Beqp re-
quires consideration of other factors like magnetic tension and turbulent pressure. Some
idealized convection studies have indeed shown to result in magnetic field concentrations
well above Beqp, for example, in Bushby et al. (2008), where they cite dynamical3 pressure
as a major factor leading to super equipartition fields. As discussed in Paper I, turbulent
pressure becomes more important for hotter stars in force balance, especially near the sur-
face, which could explain field strengths greater than Beqp. In addition, magnetic tension
within the flux tube due to horizontal fields could also reduce the force required to balance
against external pressure, allowing stronger field concentrations in the vertical direction.

3.4.2 Energy distribution and convective blueshift

Table 3.4: Change in proxy convective blueshift vb

Simulation vb,SSD (m/s) vb,HD (m/s) δvb (m/s)
F3V 1091 ± 10 1395 ± 14 −304 ± 17
G2V 287.0 ± 8.6 310.0 ± 12.9 −23.0 ± 15.5
K0V 140.1 ± 3.8 142.3 ± 3.5 −2.2 ± 5.1
M0V 18.2 ± 1.7 20.7 ± 2.4 −2.5 ± 2.9

Our simulations show that the presence of SSD fields results in reduction of KE at sub-
granular scales as well as the scale of the whole box. However, at the scales associated
with granule size, there doesn’t seem to be any significant change. The change at the
largest scales is just a reflection of the overall reduction in convective velocities for the
SSD case as ME cascades to the largest scales. An observational signature associated with
this reduction is the convective blueshift of photospheric lines (Dravins et al. 1981). Con-
vective blueshift is one of the few measurable quantities that encodes information about
stellar granulation. Since these simulations are gray, we cannot calculate line bisectors,
etc. Hence, we calculate a proxy convective blueshift vb based on bolometric intensity.
We define this as:

vb =

∑
x,y

(vz)x,y(Ibol)x,y

 /
∑

x,y

(Ibol)x,y

 (3.1)

3The dynamical pressure as described in Bushby et al. (2008) is the same as the definition of turbulent
pressure as considered in Appendix B of Paper 1, that is, the contribution to force balance from Reynolds
and Maxwell stresses arising from plasma motions against a stationary background.
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Here, vz is the vertical velocity for the τ = 1 iso-surface and the x, y subscript refers to
the fact the sum is computed for each pixel on the surface. In Table 3.4, the average vb

for F-star decreases by ∼ 300 m/s in the presence of SSD fields. The G-star also shows a
change of ∼ 20 m/s, but it is close to the standard error (as defined in Sect. 3.2) of ∼ 15
m/s. For the K and the M-star the change in vb is negligible compared to the standard
error. We note that this is just an indicator of expected blueshift for photospheric lines
and a more rigorous analysis would involve synthesizing spectral lines from non-grey
runs and computing, e.g, line bisectors.
The reduction of KE at smallest scales of around 40% (see Fig. 3.7 bottom panel near
k∼102) reflects the near-equipartition division of energy between KE and ME at the scales
where field amplification takes place. Most of this field is produced from the turbulent
upflows in granules, and subsequently gets concentrated in downflow lanes. This has been
extensively studied for the solar case as well as shown to be quite universal in mechanism
and energy transfer properties regardless of the physical setup (Moll et al. 2011). This is
consistent with the similar distributions of energies for all stellar types discussed here.

3.4.3 Granulation and intensity distribution

Figure 3.8: Normalized intensity averaged over each Bz bin on the horizontal axis

All models show slight changes in the apparent granulation with the inclusion of SSD
fields. In Paper I, we showed that the inclusion of SSD fields results in a reduction in the
ratio of horizontal to vertical velocities vh,rms/vz,rms as well as the density scale height Hρ.
Since, based on simple momentum conservation arguments, the granule diameter is given
by D ≈ 4(vh/vz)Hρ (Nordlund et al. 2009), one would expect the granule size to decrease
accordingly. To check that, we base the average granule size on the peak of the spatial
powerspectrum Pk of Ibol. Previous simulations have shown a tight correlation between
granule diameters derived from this relation and Pk (Magic et al. 2013). A decrease in
granule size would imply a shift to smaller spatial scales (higher spatial frequency) of the
peak. This is, in fact, the case for all the stars, as shown in Table 3.3. This is also supported
by observational indications of the relation between magnetic field and granule size for
the Sun. Studies of variation in granule size within an active region using SST/CRISP
data (Narayan and Scharmer 2010) and over solar activity using SDO/HMI data (Ballot
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et al. 2021), show a general inverse correlation between the granule size and the magnetic
field strength.
At the smaller scales, the features are more varied between spectral types. As mentioned
before, all cases exhibit magnetic bright points in intergranular lanes which are well-
correlated with magnetic field concentrations as shown in Fig. 3.8 (but not so strongly
for the M-star). However, there are differences in where the τ = 1 surface is formed with
respect to where the energy transfer shifts from convective to radiative (Nordlund and
Dravins 1990). As discussed in Sect. 4.2 of Paper I, for the F and G-star, the τ = 1 layer
forms below where most of overturning of plasma takes place, leading to naked granules
whereas for the K and M-star, it forms above, leading to hidden granules (see also Sect.
3.2 of Beeck et al. (2013b) for a more comprehensive description of what constitutes a
naked vs. hidden granule). Especially for the F-star, we see turbulent substructure in
granulation very clearly in the HD case. However, with SSD fields, this substructure
smooths out significantly as the magnetic field ends up acting like an effective viscosity
hindering the flow. This affects not only the intensity distribution but also the overall
radiative flux: For the F-star, there is a slight decrease in the bolometric intensity (see
column 4 of Table 3.2). This effect is not so strong for the G and K star, and there is a
slight increase in bolometric intensity due to presence of bright points. For the M-star,
there is practically no change as bright points are relatively infrequent.

3.5 Conclusion
The presence of SSD fields in our simulations affects the photosphere in a rather similar
manner for the cool-star spectral types considered here: fields are amplified due to turbu-
lent plasma motions (mostly due to the shearing motion between upflows and downflow
lanes, see Kitiashvili et al. (2015)). These fields then get collected in intergranular lanes,
where they get concentrated to kG levels by convective collapse to roughly equiparti-
tion levels with gas pressure. Magnetic bright points are also ubiquitous in the downflow
lanes, with a clear signature in the intensity distribution and a mild trend in distribution
with Teff . There is also an overall slight decrease in granule size. Because of the SSD
fields, the upflow velocities also decrease, again with a similar signature in PDFs of vz

for all cases. This decrease in upflow velocities signals a possible reduction in expected
convective blueshift. In absence of spectral lines, a proxy convective blueshift is com-
puted which is lower in magnitude for the SSD cases compared to the HD cases, with
the difference scaling with Teff. The decrease in proxy convective blueshift could imply
an effect on spectral line shifts, limb darkening as well as stellar variability at short time
scales. We plan to investigate these possibilities in a subsequent paper in this series.
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Our simulations represent the first models of stellar convection with an self-consistently
generated magnetic fields via an SSD mechanism. Four cool main sequence stars (F3V,
G2V, K0V and M0V) are considered in this work. The energy contained in these fields is
extracted mainly from the kinetic plasma motions, and is within an order of magnitude of
the kinetic energy throughout the box. Beneath the surface, the major change with respect
to hydrodynamic simulations is a reduction in convective velocities, and accordingly, tur-
bulent pressure, for all cases. The magnitude of this change scales directly with effective
temperature. A change in turbulent pressure implies a change in density scale height. For
the F-star in particular, this effect is strong enough to change the background stratification
in density and gas pressure by around a percent or so near the surface.
At the optical surface itself, the distribution of magnetic fields is very similar between all
the cases, with an average photospheric field strength between 100 to 200 G ( 180 G for
the F-star, 120 G for the G star and 100 G for K- and M-star). The fraction of kilogauss
fields is also very similar, ranging from 0.4% to 0.8%. The presence of these fields results
in appearance of bright points in intergranular lanes as well as a slight reduction in the
spatial extent of granules due to the smaller density scale height. The spatial distribution
of magnetic and kinetic energies is also quite similar, implying a simple pressure scale
height scaling of the dynamics between the simulations. The SSD runs also exhibit a
reduction in the upflow velocities, which could affect convective blueshift of photospheric
spectral lines.
In our simulations we see small but significant changes in the intensity characteristics
due to SSD fields. It is possible that these changes could affect theoretical limb darkening
profiles. The associated changes in granulation could also influence aspects of stellar vari-
ability, e.g., p-mode oscillation frequencies. The upcoming ESA’s PLATO mission will
have unprecedented accuracy in stellar photometry, allowing detection and characteriza-
tion of transiting rocky exoplanets. In addition, the wealth of asteroseismic data will allow
precise determination of stellar ages and interiors. Selected targets will be considered for
RV measurements via space (JWST) and ground based (ESPRESSO-VLT) spectrometry,
allowing characterization of exoplanetary atmospheres. Understanding the contribution
of stellar "noise" to lightcurves is, therefore, essential for minimizing the error in these
detections. With these factors in mind, it becomes imperative that accurate 3D models
of stellar atmospheres be used for synthetic spectra. The work presented in this thesis
is but a starting point for modelling stellar atmospheres with self-consistently generated
quiet star magnetic fields. This work, along with the work on investigating the effect of
SSD fields on stars with different metallicities with other co-authors lays the foundation
for constructing a grid of such stellar atmospheres with SSD fields. Comparable to purely
hydrodynamic grids like STAGGER and CIFIST, this will cover a range in effective tem-
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peratures, surface gravities and metallicities.
There are a number of applications for such a grid. The synthetic spectra generated
from 3D models of the STAGGER grid already show a systematic difference in bolo-
metric corrections for various commonly used bands compared to 1D models (Chiavassa
et al. 2018). Our models also show slight changes in effective temperatures derived from
angle-averaged bolometric intensity, which could influence synthetic colors in various
bandpasses. Better models should improve determination of effective temperatures. In
addition, precise measurement of shifts in spectral lines are important for wavelength
calibration in RV measurements. Spectral lines generated from 3D atmospheres show the
effect of convection on line profiles and lead to curved C-shape (and sometimes, inverse-C
shaped) line bisectors. These atmospheres have already been used for reducing RV mea-
surement uncertainties (Zwitter et al. 2021). Since our hotter simulations show changes
in convective velocity and a very simple proxy convective blueshift based on bolomet-
ric intensity, we believe the spectra generated from our models would allow synthesis
of more accurate spectral line profiles, which will become important for extremely high
resolution RV measurements (approaching cm/s precision range) using instruments like
ESPRESSO.
For future investigations, we plan to run these simulations with non-grey radiative transfer
allowing a more accurate modelling of the dynamics in and above the photosphere. From
an observational perspective, synthetic spectra and colors will be computed to investigate
limb darkening and convective blueshift as well as stellar variability due to granulation.
This will provide more accurate stellar atmosphere for modelling exoplanetary transists
as well as the possibility of constraining stellar abundances more precisely.
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A Appendix to chapter 2

A.1 Mach number derivation
We derive the expression for Mach number used in Eq. (2.5) from §2.4.1. Considering
the hydrostatic pressure balance equation, the expression for pressure-scale height (Hp),
the expression for sound speed (cs) and the ideal gas equation of state:

p′ = −gρ, (A.1)
Hp = −p/p′, (A.2)

c2
s = γp/ρ, (A.3)
p = ρ(R/µ)T. (A.4)

Here, Hp is the pressure scale height, p′ = dp/dz, µ is the mean molar mass, and 1/µ =

(1 + E)(X + Y/4 + Z/2), where E is ionization fraction and X,Y,Z are the H, He and
metal abundances. In the Böhm-Vitense MLT (Böhm-Vitense 1958), convective flux and
velocities are expressed as:

Fconv = αcpρvT (∇ − ∇a)/2, (A.5)

v2 = α2δgHp(∇ − ∇a)/8. (A.6)

Here, α is the mixing length parameter (usually taken to be between 1.5 to 2), δ = 1 −
(∂ ln µ/∂ ln T )p (abundance gradient with temperature for an ideal gas), cp = (∂U/∂T )p +

pδ/(ρT ) (heat capacity at constant pressure), and ∇ = d ln T/d ln p, with the subscript a
referring to ‘adiabatic.’ We refer to chapter 6 of Stix (2004) for more details.

Near the surface, as most energy is carried by radiation, Fconv ≈ σT 4. We take the ratio
of Eq. A.5 and Eq. A.6 to eliminate ∇ − ∇a and use σT 4 instead of Fconv. Taking Mach
number M = v/cs and cs =

√
γRT/µ and eliminating Hp and p using Eq. A.1, A.2, and

A.4,

M =

(
αδσµ1/2

4cpγ3/2R1/2

)1/3

T 5/6ρ−1/3. (A.7)

Using relevant values for the terms in the parentheses (all in cgs), we get Eq. (2.5) in
terms of T and ρ as above:
The value of µ = 1.2 assumes E ∼ 0 near τ = 1. For an M-star, this may not necessarily
be the case. However, even if E → 1, µ changes by a factor of 2 and, accordingly, M
changes by a factor of 21/2 ≈ 1.4, and the qualitative result still holds.
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α = 1.8 (average literature value)
δ = 1 (assume µ is constant)
σ = 5.67e-5 erg/cm2/s/K4 (Stefan-Boltzmann constant)
γ = 5/3 (monoatomic adiabatic index)
µ = 1.2 (solar surface abundance)
R = 8.314e7 erg/K/mol (universal gas constant)
cp = γR/(µ(γ − 1)) (isobaric specific heat capacity)

A.2 Turbulent pressure and pressure scale height deriva-
tion

In §2.4.1, the expression used for pturb in Eq. (2.6) can be derived by considering the total
(Reynolds and Maxwell) stress tensor, σi j, for ideal MHD:

σi j = ρ(viv j) +

(
p +

B2

8π

)
δi j −

BiB j

4π
. (A.8)

Here i, j represent the x, y and z directions.
The pressure balance along the vertical (z) direction involves the term 〈∇z · σiz〉z which
is equal to ∂ptot/∂z. We can now compare these two terms to get an expression for total
pressure (ptot). Assuming all the off-diagonal terms (i , j) are negligible (which is akin
to saying there is no cross-correlation between the vertical and the horizontal velocity and
magnetic field components), we obtain the following:

〈ptot〉z =

〈
ρv2

z +

p +
B2

x + B2
y + B2

z

8π

 −
(
B2

z +��
�* 0

BzBx +��
�* 0

BzBy

)
4π

〉
z
, (A.9)

〈ptot〉z = 〈ρv2
z 〉 + 〈p〉z +

〈B2
h − B2

z 〉z

8π
. (A.10)

The next step is to consider how using ptot instead of p affects the density scale height,
Hρ. In Eq. (A.1), we substitute expression for ptot, instead of p, and use Eq. (A.4) to
eliminate p. With this, we obtain:

d
dz

(
ρ(RT/µ + v2)

)
= −ρg. (A.11)

Here, we take v2 to be v2
z + (B2

h − B2
z )/(8πρ). Then, the above equation can be rearranged

to obtain:

dρ
ρ

= −
gdz

RT/µ + v2 −
d(RT/µ + v2)

RT/µ + v2 . (A.12)

From this, we can obtain the expression for density scale height, Hρ, as:

Hρ = RT/(µg) + v2/g. (A.13)

The second term above includes the contribution from the turbulent pressure. Since this
term is almost always smaller for the SSD case relative to the HD case (mainly because
the convective velocities are lower for SSD), the corresponding pressure scale height for
the SSD cases is also almost always smaller.
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A.3 Diagnostics

A.3 Diagnostics
For any MHD simulation, the computation and evolution of the magnetic field must be
divergence free. To ensure this, MURaM uses a hyperbolic divB cleaning algorithm (Ded-
ner et al. 2002). Here, we show the horizontally averaged divergence of magnetic field
across the box for all four SSD cases. Since the units for ∇ · B are field/length, a proper
comparison requires a normalization. We do so with ||B||/∆z. As noted in §2.2.2, at best,
the error is O(10−3).

Figure A.1: div·B error for the four SSD cases: F, G, K, and M. The quantity plotted is
horizontally averaged (∇ · ~B)rms/(||B||/∆z).
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B Appendix to chapter 3

B.1 Spatial Powerspectrum
To compute the spatial power spectrum, we use the following procedure:

1. Take the 2D FFT of the quantity q (with the zero-frequency mode shifted to the
center and higher frequencies going outwards). Depending on the quantity consid-
ered, we either take the absolute value of this FFT or multiply it by its the complex
conjugate, to get q̃

2. For each radial wave number k =
√

k2
x + k2

y , construct a 1-pixel wide mask (which
takes the form of a ring around the center)

3. Take the mean of the absolute value of FFT(I) in each ring and multiply it with the
radius of the ring to get the power Pk =

∑
∀x,y∈k q̃

For bolometric intensity, we simply take the absolute value of the power spectrum ˜Ibol =

|FFT(Ibol)|. For kinetic energy, we multiply FFT(
√
ρv) by its complex conjugate to get

K̃E = (FFT(
√
ρv)) × (FFT(

√
ρv))∗. For B2, we do the same

B.2 Additional plots
The distribution of magnetic fields in upflows (Fig. B.2) is remarkably similar for the
geometric 〈τ〉 = 1 slice, whereas for the iso-τ = 1 surface, it shows a clear trend with Teff .
In the downflows, however, the trend of kG fields with Teff becomes apparent.
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B Appendix to chapter 3

Figure B.1: Spatial power spectra Pk of the bolometric intensity (normalized by total
power in SSD F-star case) plotted against spatial frequency 1/x in units of Mm−1. Solid
(dashed) lines represent the SSD (HD) cases.

Figure B.2: PDF of the magnitude of magnetic field in upflows, for the geometric surface
z〈τ〉=1 (top) and for the τ = 1 iso-surface (bottom).
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B.2 Additional plots

Figure B.3: PDF of the magnitude of magnetic field in downflows, for the geometric
surface z〈τ〉=1 (top) and for the τ = 1 iso-surface (bottom).
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